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Abstract - Data mining and machine learning algorithms
play a key role in this area. Researchers use many data
processing methods to assist the field of health care in
predicting diseases. However, a proposed classification
approach based on Random Forest Classification (RF) to
assign each data sample to its appropriate class. ML
algorithms can also be used to find correlations and
associations between different diseases. Our system uses
KNN for diabetes and RF for heart & breast cancer
detection.
Index Terms - Classification, Heart disease, diabetes and
breast cancer machine learning, KNN algorithm,
random forest algorithm.

INTRODUCTION
Prediction using machine learning methods is the key
focus. Machine learning is now widely used in many
business applications such as e-commerce and many
more for a few days. Prediction is one of the fields in
which this machine learning is used, the subject of
prediction of heart disease, diabetes & breast cancer
processing user data set and user data to which we
need to predict the probability of heart disease or
diabetes or breast cancer incidence.
Healthcare field today generates large amounts of
complex data about patients. However, to diagnosing
heart disease, diabetes& breast cancer, several timeconsuming tests and analyzing critical factors are
done. Doctors can often fail to make specific decisions
when diagnosing a patient's heart disease, breast
cancer or breast cancer, so health disease prediction
systems that use machine learning algorithms help to
achieve precise results in those cases. We especially
focused on important attributes like, high blood
pressure, abnormal blood lipids, cholesterol, chest
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pain level, age, gender, family generation, etc to
predict whether person is suffering with heart disease
or diabetes or breast cancer not. Diabetes mellitus is a
condition characterized by a metabolic disorder and an
irregular increase in blood sugar levels caused by or
attributed to insulin deficiency or low tissue sensitivity
to insulin. Heart disease is really a headache for all
doctors all over the world.
Healthcare industry now a days, generates large
amount of data of patients.
Research objective: The objective of this research is to
undergo a comparative study on various decision tree
classifier algorithms and to identify the best classifier
for heart disease or diabetes or Breast cancer
classification.
METHODOLOGY
A. Machine Learning:
Machine learning is ability of computer to learn make
decisions or classify objects by itself. As like humans
machine also gets ability to think and take appropriate
decisions.
ML model is said to learn from experience E.
Experience comes from the dataset it gets training
from. So, to create a better model, we need to provide
a better & large set of data.
There are 2 types of machine learning techniques, and
we are using supervised machine learning techniques
for detecting disease.
Classification algorithms
These are machine learning algorithms that classifies.
objects or labels from multiple inputs. There are many
classification algorithms in the field of machine
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learning, we are using Random Forest and K- Nearest
Neighbor.
B. Random Forest (RF):
Random Forest is a supervised machine learning
algorithm that is used for classifying purpose. The
word forest is used because, we use multiple decision
tree’s output for final decision.
Advantages of RF:
• It is versatile in nature as it can be used for both,
classification and regression.
• Rf are more robust than a single decision tree as
many trees are playing role in this algorithm for
taking decision.
Algorithm Random Forest:
Steps of Random Forest classifier are shown in figure
1.

Fig 1. RF-algorithm
C. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR(KNN):
One of the simplest machine learning algorithms for
classification is the KNN algorithm. One of the
simplest
machine
learning
algorithms
for
classification is the KNN algorithm. The aim of KNN
is to use a dataset in which data points are segregated
for the prediction of classification into several groups.
The figure below provides an example of the KNN
algorithm.

RESULT
Experiments were carried out using the Crossvalidation method. The accuracy of the disease dataset
comparison is shown in Table 1 and Figure
1. After ten-cross validation, the results are obtained.
Our solution is 7.97 percent better than the algorithm
C4.5.
We contrasted DT with our approach, the outcome is
shown in Table 2 and Figure2. Our approach achieved
100 percent precision, and 98.66 percent was obtained
by DT. Various parameters are compared and
described in Table 3 and Figure 3 for the T.S disease
data collection.
The experimental results above indicate that our RF
method was better than other algorithms, so we trained
our model using the classification algorithm RF
(Random Forest).
Table 1: Comparison of Precision for Diseases Data
Collection.

Table 2: Comparison of Precision for Diseases Data
Collection.

Table 3: Comparison of different parameters for the
T.S. Diseases Data Set.

Fig 2.KNN example
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label of unknown records. Our approach proved to be
better than traditional classification algorithms for
effective classification of heart disease. These
machine learning algorithms can be used to predict
many disease prediction or detection like heart attack,
asthma, diabetes and high blood pressure etc.
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Figure 3: Comparison of different Heart Disease Data
Set-T.S. parameters.
CONCLUSION
In this research paper, we have established an effective
and precise way to use Random Forest for disease
detection. Algorithm has shown 0.763 precision and
0.930 accuracy, this proves that RF is best among all
other algorithms to detect the diseases. The algorithm
has shown 75-80% accuracy in predicting the class
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